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THE VIEW FROM HERE

by Dr. Monica Halka

Photo taken by monica halka

It’s spring break, which allows your Honors Program staff
a little breathing room for reflection on how the program
is working and plans for the future, including curriculum
and upcoming invited speakers. What are we doing right?
What’s not working? What’s the point of our curriculum, of
our speakers? The answer to the last question is, in fact, the
easiest. Since its inception, the goal of the program has been
to stretch the traditional boundaries of scholarly exploration
with the assistance of a healthy dose of inquiry and an
abundance of cross-disciplinary intellectual discourse. We
choose our special topic classes with that philosophy in mind,
which is why we have such an interesting selection of courses
for the fall (listed later in this newsletter). Our choice of
invited orators is also based on the level of discourse his
or her presentation may provoke. Accordingly, we find the
student/speaker follow-up discussions—normally held the
next day—to be often more enlightening and beneficial than
An empty bench on campus during spring break.
the evening public lecture. A couple of weeks ago, NPR’s Joe
Palca amused and delighted us with his installment for the Karlovitz Lecture Series (see article
by Christine Donegia in this issue), but it was the relaxed discourse over coffee and oranges the
next morning that stimulated our students to articulate their curiosity. Questions ranged from
“What was your favorite news project?” to “What made you want to switch from psychology to
journalism?” to “What is a good question?” That last query is perhaps the most interesting. It is
one with which students and journalists alike struggle. If a professor could do this one thing—
teach people to ask good questions and then how to discuss them in a civilized manner—we might
all call that success. At any rate, it’s a good place to start.

NPR's Joe Palca visits Tech

Calling all design-savvy HP students!

by Christina Donegia

We need you to help us design a new logo for the
Honors Program. While we've had the Buzz with
books (see above) for the past few years, we're
ready for something new! Submit your logo to
honors@gatech.edu and win a great prize if your
logo is chosen!

On March 11th, the tradition of hosting a
noted speaker in honor of Les Karlovitz was
continued as Joe Palca gave a lecture on "How
to Explain the Universe in Two Minutes or Less."
See Palca pg. 2

http://www.honorsprogram.gatech.edu
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Honors Program Special Topics
Courses for Fall 2009
BIO 4740

Biologically Inspired Design

TR 1:30-3:00

Jeanette Yen

COE 3002

Intro to Microelectronics & the Nanotechnology

TR 4:30-6:00

John Cressler

CHEM 3803 The Art of Talking Science

TR 3:00-4:30

Paul Houston

HTS 2803

Semester in the City: Engaging English Avenue

TR 1:30-3:00

Greg Nobles
Andrea Ashmore

INTA 4340

Latin American Identity and Politics

TR 8:00-9:30

Kirk Bowman

LCC 3823

Thoreau's House

TR 9:30-11:00 Hugh Crawford

PHY 2803

Optical Illusions: A Study of Light and Perception TR 1:30-3:00

Monica Halka

Palca (cont.)

Photo Courtesy of Warren Van Nus

Les Karlovitz was a Dean of Science and Liberal Studies who was devoted to bringing people together in
interdisciplinary events. The goal of the Karlovitz lecture series is to promote "accessible science" which
allows scientific thought to be available to others in seemingly unrelated fields. Palca was an ideal choice
to continue this emphasis, as he is a science correspondent for National Public Radio. Every week he gives
a short scientific story geared toward the non-scientific listening public. He has won several prestigious
awards for his work in this field.
Palca began his lecture by elaborating on the goal of his scientific segments. He said that he "tries to be
an entertainer in a world of serious stuff." He went on to explain that there really aren't any boring stories,
and there is a wealth of stories to choose from when you don't have to
follow the mainstream media. After all, he explained, what good is it
to the public when every major news station covers the same story?
Palca also explained that he strives not to do "spinach journalism" by
reporting on a story just because it would be good for you to hear it.
Instead he tries to find something interesting or unusual. For example,
he wouldn't do a story simply elaborating the dangers smoking; instead
he presented a story about Cambodian monks who used to smoke and
are now representing a non-smoking message to the community.
In the Q&A session after the lecture, Palca was asked how
difficult it was to research a story for such a short air-time and he
answered that it can take several days of research, depending on how
familiar he is with the topic. It can be very intensive to give a complete
scientific story in two minutes, but Palca does a great job informing
and entertaining the public on a wide range of scientific topics. I look
forward to listening with new interest to his next scientific anecdote.
http://www.honorsprogram.gatech.edu
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Student Advisory Board

CONGRATULATIONS!!!
TO THE FIRST GROUP OF

Interested in one or more of the following?
• Planning fun Honors Program activities?
• Influencing curriculum ideas and courses?
• Helping in HP recruitment and admissions?

HONORS PROGRAM
STUDENT GRADUATES
Sarah Gilbreath

Then apply for the Honors Program Student
Advisory Board! The HPSAB will work closely with
the HP Staff to plan fun activities for the entire
Honors Program, develop and survey students for
course ideas, aid in recruitment and even create
HP community service projects! Don't miss out on
this great leadership opportunity!

Science, Technology & Culture

Ricardo Ibarria

Industrial & Systems Engineering

Benjamin Keyserling
Management

David Sotto

Applications for the HPSAB will be available in the
Honors Program office beginning April 6th.

Biomedical Engineering

Ian Usie
Physics

Honors Program Expo

Give a poster presentation, perform a Pecha Kucha, show a
film, explain an interactive computer project, or use some
other form of media to show what you as an Honors Program
student have been doing this year, in class or out, at the
second annual Student Expo!

April 23, 2009 from 4:30-6:30pm
Ford ES&T Atrium and Quad

Turn in Student Proposals Now!
Forms are available in the HP office and Field dorm and will be sent out in an email to
all HP students. Completed forms must be turned in to the HP Office by 12:00pm on
April 3rd. If this date has passed, contact Dr. Halka about late proposals.

http://www.honorsprogram.gatech.edu
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April Photo Contest

Wow! So many great artists with so many great photos to choose from…23 entries! Thanks,
you guys. Each winner gets a pair of Regal Theater tickets. Stop by the Honors Program to
claim your prize. We will continue to have a photo contest every month.

First prize:

Michael Chen
Rock on a beach
in Taiwan

Second prize:
Warren van Nus
Sunset on Cape
Canaveral.
http://www.honorsprogram.gatech.edu
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Drama Tech Presents...
Jekyll and Hyde!
"An epic battle between good and evil, Jekyll
and Hyde tells a tale about a brilliant doctor
whose experiments with human personality
go awry. Convinced the cure for his father's
mental illness lies in the separation of Man's
evil nature from his good, Dr. Henry Jekyll
unwittingly unleashes his own dark side,
wreaking havoc in the streets of late 19th
century London as the savage, maniacal
Edward Hyde." Come experience the latest
Drama Tech production running Friday,
April 3 through Saturday, April 18 nightly at
8:00pm in the Theater of the Ferst Center.
Student tickets are $5 with Buzzcard.

Third prize: Susan van Dromme Fall color on campus
Photo contest winners be sure to claim
your prize in the Honors Program
Office. Want to win your own prize?
Submit a photo for our monthly
contest! Be on the lookout for great
photos to take this summer!

http://www.honorsprogram.gatech.edu
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Final Exam Week

Hug a Friend Day

Dead Week

Human Rights Week

Sunday

26

19

12

5

6

27

IBB 1128

28

8

1

Demo Day– Skiles

4pm Digital Media Spring

29

22

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

Econ Developmt

3:30pm Innovations in

15

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

Lecture- Arch East

6pm Nature in Design

Begins!

Fall Registration

Thoughtful Arch.

6pm Arch. Lecture on

21 Earth Day

3pm Talk: Jefferson's Nat'l 8am Engineering Stem Cell
History– OldCE 104

Wednesday
April Fool's Day

14 Income Tax Day

7

Blows Tech Lawn
Blows"–

5pm "When the Whistle

World Health Day

Tuesday

20 Fall Reg. Ends!

13

Student Advisory Board!

Pick up applications: HP

Monitors- Old CE 104

3pm Talk: Evolution of Air

Monday

April 2009
2

24

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

Skiles Walkway

12:00pm Earth Day

17

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

American Way– CoM

30 Last Day of Semester!

*4:30pm HP Expo
Ford ES&T Blg*

Lunch– SC Ballroom

11am Student Honors

10

7pm Integration French &

Nat'l Sibling Day

Ferst Center

8pm Shen Wei Dance Arts

23 Arbor Day

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

3

LeCraw Auditor, CoM

7pm Poetry at Tech

Friday

16 Sting Break

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

India Talk– Library

11am Political Economy of

9

Public Night- Howey

7pm GT Observatory

Thursday

4

18

25

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

5pm India Club Holi Show

7am Pi Mile Race

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

11

Drama Tech Theater

8pm Jekyll and Hyde

Saturday

Featured Student: Neiloy Mukerjee

Photo Provided by Neiloy Mukerjee

by Lindsay Anglin
A New Jersey native, Neiloy a is first year Honors Program
student majoring in Computer Science. With special interests including
music, both vocal and instrumental, and photography, Neiloy has
jumped head first into the Men's Glee Club here at Tech. He recently
got back from a trip to Washington, DC, where the Glee Club performed
at the Senate Office building, George Washington University, and the
Church of the Epiphany. There was even a special trip to see our old
friend Dr. Clough at his new home at the Smithsonian. While Neiloy
generally listens to classic rock (the Beatles anyone?), he also enjoys
a capella music of any style. He lost me here, but I'm definitely going
to try out Chanticleer and the King's Singers, two of his favorites. He
dabs here and there in learning how to play instruments with a list
ranging from the basics in guitar, drums, and saxophone to piano,
violin and clarinet. Impressive list, Mr. Mukerjee!
In deciding on a major in Computer Science, Neiloy initially
chose the discipline because of his interest in cryptography and
information security, but, like most first year's at Tech, quickly became inundated with all the interesting
sub-disciplines within his major. He's still deciding what area of computer science to pursue and, in the
mean time, is taking some pretty great classes. His favorite, CS 1301, managed to, as he put it, "convey
the basics of procedural and functional programming without making the material too complicated for
someone who is entirely new to computing to understand." For someone so passionate about computing,
I was shocked to discover that Neiloy dislikes Google...a lot! His reasoning? Information overload and a
lack of privacy. According to Neiloy, "The amount of information on any given user gathered by Google is
phenomenal, and the corporations tendency to ignore the privacy of its users by scanning e-mail accounts,
storage of photographs of individuals in Street View, and its capacity to track individuals via Google Latitude
is troubling at best." Wow. Alright, next time you see Neiloy say hi and don't mention Google!

Advising Corner: Take the time to relax

by Nicole Leonard

		 As the end of the semester comes barreling around the corner, I know a lot of you already have plans
for the summer. Jumping headfirst into summer classes, beginning or continuing co-ops and internships,
and summer study aboard programs are what many students focus on. One thing that a lot of students
forgo in their quest for a Bachelor’s degree is allowing the time to relax. With the never-ending merry-goround that most students subject themselves to, it’s not surprising that, according to the Department of
Health and Human Services, 40% suffer from some form of burnout within their first two years in college.
Instead of throwing out more facts and figures on the consequences of stress and college burnout
and how you should manage your time wisely, I want to throw out suggestions on how to relax. Of course
you can get a massage in the CRC on Tuesdays or Wednesdays or even lie around in the Student Center’s
Music Listening Room. But most of you know what best relieves your stress. Just think of all the activities
you participated in during high school and there will be comparable substitutions offered at Tech and
around Atlanta. Intramural sports have everything from fencing to soccer while GT options classes include
beginning guitar, photography, salsa, and others that can offer a much needed diversion.
More immediately, why not bring summer back? Let’s face it, you have plenty of time to get a job and
work 60 hours a week, but this might possibly be the last summer where you don’t have to do anything.
http://www.honorsprogram.gatech.edu
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Message from the Director
University from the Bottom Up

by Dr. Greg Nobles

best inspiration for innovation from students, and
I mean not just the designated or elected student
leaders. Sometimes a casual conversation with an
“ordinary” student can generate a extraordinary
idea for doing something differently, even for doing
something altogether new.
That’s certainly been true in the Honors Program.
Just from our drop-in office traffic we’ve had smart
feedback on speakers, interesting suggestions for
new courses, and generous energy for new activities,
from bike sharing to retreat planning to student
recruiting and on and on. Believe me, this program
can’t survive just on the genius of the three of us who
allegedly run the show in the HP office. Now that
the Honors Program is finishing up its third year and
sending off its first five graduates (way to go, folks!),
we’re beginning to plan for the program’s future,
and we’ll invite your input into the process – as if we
have to ask.
In the meantime, we now welcome a new
president to Georgia Tech, Dr. G. P. “Bud” Peterson.
He’s already suggested that the most important
thing for everyone at Tech to do is “get engaged.”
“Try different things, new things,” he says. “Reach
out. Work with new people and new disciplines.
Discover new ideas.” Sounds like us. Remember,
above all, that that “us” means “you,” and you should
never feel hesitant to engage him or, for that matter,
anyone else in academic administration. Let your
best ideas bubble all the way to the Carnegie Building,
because we’ll be a better, bottom-up institution for
the effort.

Photo provided by Greg Nobles

For pretty much all my career as a historian, I’ve
written what’s commonly called “history from the
bottom up.” That means
taking the perspective of
people below the level of
elite leaders, sometimes
quite far below, and
seeing them as actors
on the historical stage,
as agents of historical
change. For instance, in
the particular era I study
most, the American
Revolution, things didn’t
happen just because the prominent men at the
top – George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and
John Adams, for instance – made declarations and
decisions, but because ordinary people – common
men and women, free people and slaves – also
took actions that challenged the status quo and
had significant consequences. I could go on (and
as some of you know, I all too easily do) but you
probably get the picture: change doesn’t just come
down from the top; it also bubbles up, sometimes
bursts up, from below.
That’s a good way to understand history, I
think, and a good way to understand universities as
well – including this one. Those of us in academic
administration spend a lot of time talking about
where we think Georgia Tech ought to be going, and
what we ought to be doing to get it there. For all our
meetings and memos, though, we get some of the
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